Campus Stop
Coloring Book
Barney loves wearing socks!
What color socks should he wear today?
Dress socks are our best sellers!
Design your own pair!
Sadie likes to wear her sunglasses to the beach!
Our malibu sunglasses can be completely custom! Color in your own pair!
Hallie took her drawstring bag on a hike! What do you think she has inside?
Our drawstring bags allow for edge to edge printing! Color your own!
Full color pennants are great for sharing positive messages!

HUSTLE

STAY STRONG

DO GOOD
Our custom water bottles keep you hydrated!
Design your own!
The T-shirt has always been a classic item! Design your own!
Campus Stop Word Search!

Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden ➔ ⊳ and ⊳ up.

BRANDING
CAMPUSSTOP
COLLEGE
COLORING
DESIGN
DOG
DRAWSTRINGBAG

DRESSSOCK
GRADUATION
LOGO
MERCHANDISE
PENNANT
PROMO
SCHOOL

SEMESTER
SUNGLASSES
SWAG
TSHIRT
UNIVERSITY
WATERBOTTLE